
On p-adi families of Siegel usp forms in the Maa�SpezialsharP. Guerzhoy0. Introdutionp-adi families of Siegel modular forms were onsidered from various points of view inreent years [10℄, [7℄. In partiular, p-adi families of Eisenstein series were onsideredby A. Panhishkin and K.Kitagawa. In this onnetion, the question of whether one anassemble Siegel usp eigenforms into p-adi families (from the point of view of their FourieroeÆients) beomes interesting. The nature of the Fourier oeÆients of arbitrary Siegelusp forms remains vague even in the ase of degree two (see [8℄ for numerial examples anddisussion). In general, when the degree is greater than one, the theory of Fourier oeÆientsand the theory of Heke eigenvalues are not "proportional" at all, and so the situation isquite di�erent from the one-variable ase. The piture, however, beomes muh learer ifone onsiders the Siegel usp forms whih are onneted to ellipti usp forms via a liftingproedure.Consider the Maa� lifting, as desribed in [11℄, [2℄. One should mention that forms inthe Maa� spae are of ourse stritly speaking not "true" Siegel modular forms, in the sensethat they are obtained by means of a lifting proess from GL2. Thus many properties an bederived from orresponding properties of forms on GL2. In this ase, the squares of FourieroeÆients of the usp Siegel eigenform are essentially equal to the entral speial values ofthe L-funtion assoiated to the ellipti usp form. Thus, informally speaking, the "square"of a p-adi interpolation result follows from "restrition to diagonal" of two-variable p-adiL-funtions. Meanwhile, in order to obtain the result on p-adi interpolation of the FourieroeÆients themselves, instead of their squares, we need a more deliate tehnique.Consider a normalized p-ordinary �-adi usp eigenform of tame ondutor 1. Its speial-izations at ertain arithmeti points are p-stabilized newforms, whih are atually oldformsof level p and trivial Nebentypus. Consider the orresponding newforms on SL2(Z), andapply the Maa� lifting as in [2℄, [11℄. We get in this way an in�nite olletion of Siegel uspforms. Thus, the p-adi interpolation problem for their Fourier oeÆients makes sense. Wedesribe this proedure and formulate our result in the �rst setion of the paper. The addi-tional Euler fators in our theorem mirror the di�erene between the p-stabilized newformsand the omplex-analyti newforms on SL2(Z).We introdue Jaobi forms in the seond setion, reall their plae in the onstrution ofMaa� lifting [2℄, and the desription of their Fourier oeÆients in terms of yle integrals [4℄.Note that a p-adi family of Jaobi forms was onsidered in [6℄. This family orresponds toa p-ordinary �-adi form of non-trivial tame level. The form omes from powers of a Hekeharater. A ertain onjeture was posed in lo. it. The tehnique of the present paper isappliable in this setting as well. The orresponding paper will be published elsewhere.The fourth setion is devoted to the proof of the theorem of setion 1. Here we makeuse of the p-adi interpolation of yle integrals from [9℄. Not all the yle integrals may beinterpolated p-adially, in fat only those assoiated with quadrati forms satisfying ertain1



ongruene onditions. For this reason, we have to show that one an assemble everything,making use of only these quadrati forms. This is the subjet of the third setion of thepaper.The question about the �-adi Maa� lifting was posed by E. Freitag on a onferene whihtook plae at Institut Fourier (Grenoble), 1996. This work was undertaken to answer thisquestion. I wish to express deep gratitude to A.Panhishkin who transmitted the questionto me. His long-term interest in the subjet gave me muh enouragement.1. Notations and statement of the theorem.A Siegel modular form of degree two F has the Fourier expansionF (�; z; � 0) = Xn;r;m2Zn;m;4mn�r2�0 A(n; r;m)e(n� + rz +m� 0):The Maa� Spezialshar ontains the forms satisfying the onditionA(n; r;m) = Xdj(n;r;m) dkA(nm=d2; r=d; 1): (1)The Heke algebra for the Siegel modular forms is generated by ertain operators TS(l) andTS(l2) with prime numbers l (we follow the notations of [2℄). Given an eigenform F in theMaa� Spezialshar, set F jTS(l) = lF and F jT 0S(l) = 0lF;where T 0S(l) = TS(p)2�TS(p2). The assoiated zeta-funtion is de�ned by the Euler produtZF (s) =Yl (1� ll�s + (0l � l2k�2)l�2s � ll2k�1�3s + l4k�2�4s)�1:The previous Saito-Kurokawa onjeture, proven by Maa� Andrianov and Zagier, ([2℄, [11℄),establishes an isomorphism, as modules over the Heke algebra, between the Maa� Spe-ialshar of weight k + 1 and the spae of ellipti usp forms of weight 2k. If f is an elliptiusp Heke eigenform of weight 2k, and L(f; s) is its L-funtion, one hasZF (s) = �(s� k + 1)�(s� k + 2)L(f; s):In this paper, our objet of onsideration is the set of numbers A(n; r;m), where theorresponding normalized ellipti usp Heke eigenform f2k = Pn>0 a2k(n)qn omes from ap-adi family.Evidently, the numbers A(n; r;m) are de�ned up to a ommon non-zero multiple.The onstrution [2℄ yields that A(nm; r; 1) depends only on r2 � 4nm.Put B(N) = A(nm; r; 1) for N = 4nm � r2. Let D < 0 be a fundamental disriminant(i.e. a disriminant of a quadrati �eld). ThenB(t2jDj) = B(jDj)Xdjt �(d)�Dd � dka2k(t=d): (2)2



Let us now vary the ellipti usp Heke eigenform. Let p > 5 be a rational prime. Fixan embedding �Q ,! �̂Q p of algebrai numbers into Tate's �eld. In the following, we willnot distinguish between algebrai numbers and their images under this embedding. Let� = Zp[[1 + pZp℄℄ be the ompleted group ring on the prinipal unit group 1 + pZp. Put�1 = �[(Z=pZ)�℄. Let R1 be the universal p-ordinary Heke algebra of tame ondutor 1 [9℄.For a �nite at �-algebra R we putX (R) = Homont(R;Q p):Let k be an odd integer, and let f2k be a normalized p-ordinary usp Heke eigenform ofweight 2k on SL2(Z). Put f �2k(�) = f2k(�)� �2kf2k(p�); (3)where �2k�2k = p2k�1, the eigenvalue of the p-th Heke operator a2k(p) = �2k + �2k, andj�2kjp = 1. Thus f �2k is an ordinary p-stabilized newform. Pik the arithmeti point � ofsignature (2k; !2k) orresponding to f �2k. The symbol ! denotes the Teihm�uller harater.We have the natural �nite-to-one mapping� : X (R1)! X (�1)! X (�):Sine � is arithmeti, it is unrami�ed over X (�) by a theorem of Hida ([3℄, Theorem 2.5b). Thus, there is a neighborhood U of �(�) in X (�), and a loal setion of � in U (see[9℄, p.132 for the onstrution of this setion. We get so far a family of ordinary p-stabilizednewforms parameterized by points of U . We embed Zp�Z=(p� 1)Z into X (�1) identifyinga pair (l; u) with the arithmeti point of signature (l; !u). We identify an even integer 2kwith (2k; 2k mod (p � 1)) 2 Zp � Z=(p� 1)Z. The orresponding p-stabilized newform f �2khas trivial Nebentypus and level p. Thus, by (3), we obtain the usp Heke eigenform f2k ofweight 2k on SL2(Z). Pik k0 suh that (k0; k0 mod p� 1) 2 U . Thus we obtain the familyff2kg parameterized by weights with 2k � 2k0 mod (p�1)pN with suÆiently large N . Thisis not a p-adi analyti family in the sense of [5℄ (though ff �2kg is).Denote by F2k = Xn;r;m2Zn;m;4nm�r2>0 A2k(n; r;m) exp(2�i(n� + rz +m� 0))the usp Siegel modular form of weight k+1 in the Maa� Spezialshar orresponding to f2kas above.Now we an formulate our main result.Theorem. Assume that there exist fundamental disriminants D0 = r20 � 4n0m0 �0 mod p and D1 = r21 � 4n1m1 6� 0 mod p suh thatA2k0(n0m0; r0; 1) 6= 0 (4)and A2k0(n1m1; r1; 1) 6= 0 (5)3



Then there exist a normalization of the Siegel modular forms F2k, and analyti funtions ADon U suh that AD(�) =  1�  Dp ! �2kp�k!A2k(n; r;m)for any fundamental disriminant D = r2 � 4nm, and � 2 U .Remarks. 1. Together with (1) and (2), this provides the desription of p-adi behaviorof all the Fourier oeÆients of the Siegel usp forms in the family.2. We do not onsider Eisenstein series here. However, one an formally look at themas "Maa� lifting" of ellipti Eisenstein series on SL2(Z). The theorem remains true forthis ase. This is just beause the numbers A2k(n; r;m) are equal in this ase to Cohen'sgeneralized lass numbers [1℄: A2k(n; r;m) = H(k; r2 � 4nm)These are speial values of the Dirihlet L-funtion at negative integers, and, therefore, theassertion follows from the onstrution of Kubota - Leopoldt p-adi L-funtion.Muh more general results in this diretion for Eisenstein series (of arbitrary degree, andtwisted with a ylotomi harater) were reently obtained by A.Panhishkin [7℄.3. The author does not know a situation when the assumptions (4) and (5) do not hold.I an not however, get rid of (4). As to (5), it is inluded just in order not to overload thetext with the proof that it always holds.2. Jaobi forms.The spae Juspk+1 of Jaobi forms of weight k+1 is isomorphi as a module over the Hekealgebra to the spae of ellipti usp forms of weight 2k [2℄. Let�k+1(�; z) = Xn>0; r2<4n 2k(n; r)qn�r q = exp(2�i�); � = exp(2�iz)be the Jaobi eigenform of weight k+1 whih orresponds to f2k. The numbers 2k(n; r) arede�ned up to a ommon non-zero multiple. Aording to [2℄, we may putA2k(n; r; 1) = 2k(n; r): (6)This, together with (1) de�nes the numbers A2k(n; r;m) in question. Thus we will prove thetheorem as a statement on Fourier oeÆients of Jaobi forms rather than on the FourieroeÆients of Siegel usp forms in Maa� Spezialshar.The numbers 2k(n; r) now beome the objet of our attention. For the sake of simplifyingthe notations, we will sometimes drop the index 2k.In order to reall the desription of these numbers in terms of yle integrals, we needsome additional notations. We onsider integral binary quadrati formsQ(x; y) = [a; b; ℄(x; y) = ax2 + bxy + y2:The group ation of SL2(Z)[a; b; ℄ Æ  � � Æ ! = [a; b; ℄(�x + �y; x+ Æy)4



preserves the disriminant � = b2 � 4a and the greatest ommon divisor (a; b; ). Thenumber of lasses is �nite. We denote by Q� the set of all quadrati forms with disriminant�. For a fundamental disriminant D0 dividing �, denote by �D0 : QD0 ! f�1; 0g thegeneralized genus harater as in [4℄.The yle integral is de�ned by ([4℄)rk;Q(f2k) = ZCQ f(�)Q(�; 1)k�1d�where CQ is the image in SL2(Z)nH of the semiirle aj� j2+ b<� +  = 0 (oriented from leftto right if a > 0, from right to left if a < 0, and from �=b to i1 if a = 0.Speializing [4℄, Setion II.4, to our setting, we get the following.Proposition. Let D0 = r20 � 4n0 < 0 be a fundamental disriminant. Then for alln; r 2 Z with D = r2 � 4n < 0, we have(n; r)(n0; r0) = Ck XQ2QDD0=SL2(Z)�D0(Q)rk;Q(f2k) (7)The number Ck does not depend on n; r; n0; r0.The sum on the right in (7) does not depend on the partiular hoie of representativesQ 2 QDD0=SL2(Z). We make ertain speial hoies below.3. Preparation Lemmas.Lemma 1. Assume � � 0 mod p. Then one an hoose a representative system Q =[a; b; ℄ 2 Q�=SL2(Z) suh that a � b � 0 mod p for any Q.Proof. Indeed, for a quadrati form Q = [a; b; ℄ with b 6� 0 mod p we have a 6� 0 mod p(otherwise � = b2 � 4a 6� 0 mod p). Choose � � �b=(2a) mod p. Thus Q Æ  1 �0 1 ! isSL2(Z)-equivalent to Q and satis�es b � 0 mod p. Therefore one an assume b � 0 mod p.If a 6� 0 mod p then  � 0 mod p (beause � � 0 mod p). Thus Q Æ p p� 11 1 ! lies in thesame lass as Q and satis�es a � b � 0 mod p as desired.We will make use of the following property of the system of representatives.Lemma 2. Assume � � 0 mod p and � 6� 0 mod p2. If fQ = [a; b; ℄g with a �b � 0 mod p is a representative system of Q�=SL2(Z), then fQ = [a=p; b; p℄g is also arepresentative system.Proof. Sine the number of lasses is �nite, it is suÆient to show that if [a=p; b; p℄ isSL2(Z)-equivalent to [a0=p; b0; 0p℄, then [a; b; ℄ is SL2(Z)-equivalent to [a0; b0; 0℄. Assume[a=p; b; p℄ Æ  � � Æ ! = [a0=p; b0; p0℄. Sine � 6� 0 mod p2, we have a 6� 0 mod p2. Thusp0 = (a=p)�2 + b�Æ + pÆ2 yields � � 0 mod p. It follows that [a; b; ℄ Æ  � �=pp Æ ! =[a0; b0; 0℄, as desired.Notie that, under the assumption of Lemma 2, if D0 � 0 mod p,�D0([a=p; b; p℄) =  �=D0p !�D0([a; b; ℄): (8)5



This easily follows from [4℄, Proposition 1, p.508.Choose the system of representatives as in Lemma 1. We get for a fundamental disrim-inant D0 � 0 mod p and a disriminant D 6� 0 mod pXQDD0=SL2(Z)�D0(Q)rk;Q(f �2k) = XQDD0=SL2(Z)�D0(Q)rk;Q(f2k(�)� �2kf2k(p�)) = 1�  Dp !�2kp�k! XQDD0=SL2(Z)�D0(Q)rk;Q(f2k): (9)The last equality follows from Lemma 2 and (8) after the variable hange � 7! �=p in theseond term.Assume now that the disriminant D � 0 mod p, and D 6� 0 mod p2. We laim that fora fundamental disriminant D0 � 0 mod pXQ2QDD0=SL2(Z)�D0(Q)rk;Q(f �2k) = XQ2QDD0=SL2(Z)�D0(Q)rk;Q(f2k) (10)at least under the assumption  DD0=p2p ! = 1: (11)Indeed, in the view of (3), it is suÆient to show thatXQ2QDD0=SL2(Z)�D0(Q) ZCQ f2k(p�)(a� 2 + b� + )k�1d� = 0 (12)for a speial hoie of representative system Q 2 QDD0=SL2(Z).Lemma 3. Let D0 � 0 mod p be a fundamental disriminant and D be a disriminantsuh that (D; p2) = p. Assume (11). Then one an pik a representative system Q =[a; b; ℄ 2 QDD0=SL2(Z) suh that a � 0 mod p3 and b � 0 mod p unless (a; b; ) � 0 mod p.Proof. Lemma 1 yields that we an assume a � 0 mod p2 and b � 0 mod p. A quadratiform [a; b; ℄ is SL2(Z)-equivalent to [a0; b0; 0℄ witha0 = a�2 + b� + 2b0 = 2a�� + b�Æ + b� + 2Æ0 = a�2 + b�Æ + Æ2for any  � � Æ ! 2 SL2(Z): Put  � 0 mod p. It follows from the assumption (11) that thequadrati form in (�; =p) ap2�2 + bp�p + p 26



represents zero modulo p. The assertion of Lemma 3 follows.Now we notie that the integrals in (12) are stable under the variable hange � 7! �+1=p.It follows that the sum in the left in (12) splits into the sumsX�modp�D0([a; 2ap� + b; ap2�2 + bp� + ℄)multiplied by integrals RCQ f2k(p�)(a� 2 + b� + )k�1d� for Q 2 [a; b; ℄. Sine�D0([a; 2ap�+ b; ap2�2 + bp� + ℄) =  D0=pa ! p�2a=p2 + �b=p+ ! ; (13)�2a=p2 +�b=p+  � �b=p+ ; and P�modp � p�b=p+� = 0; the sum (13) vanishes. This proves(12).4. Proof of the theorem.For a quadrati form Q = [a; b; ℄ we put Q� = [a;�b; ℄. Our p-adi interpolation argu-ment is essentially based on the following result of Stevens. The statement below speializesto our setting a speial ase of Theorem 5.5 (see also Lemma 6.1) of [9℄.Proposition. There exist� omplex numbers 
�(�) 6= 0 for � 2 U ,� p-adi periods 
� 2 �(�) for � 2 U with 
�0 6= 0� p-adi analyti Q p-valued funtions JQ(�) de�ned for any Q = [a; b; ℄ with a � b �0 mod p on � 2 U with the following property.If � 2 U is an arithmeti point lying under (2k; 2k0 mod p � 1) 2 X (�) with 2k �2k0 mod p� 1, then JQ(�) = 
�
�(�) (rk;Q(f �2k) + rk;Q�(f �2k)) :Both sides of the identity are algebrai numbers.Notie that when Q runs through a representative system for QDD0=SL2(Z), the formQ� also runs through a representative system for QDD0=SL2(Z).Putting now together (6), (7), (9), Lemma 1 and the above Proposition, we �nish theproof of our theorem in the ase whenD = r2 � 4nm 6� 0 mod pand, with (10) instead of (9), in the ase whenD = r2 � 4nm = 0 mod p with  DD0=p2p ! = 1:The number 2k(n0; r0), whih is assumed to be non-zero at k = k0, beomes a part of anormalization fator.It is somehow astonishing, but the author is not able to produe a proof along the samelines in the ase whenD = r2 � 4nm = 0 mod p with  DD0=p2p ! = �1:7



This situation is similar to that whih one enounters in [6℄.Fortunately, we have the following alternate route. Assume D2 = r22 � 4n2 � 0 mod p issuh that  D2D0=p2p ! = �1:Then, for (n1; r1) 6= 0,(n0; r0)(n2; r2) = (n2; r2)(n1; r1) (n0; r0)2(n0; r0)(n1; r1) :Thus A2k(n2; r2; 1) (under the same normalization as above) interpolates to a ratio of smoothfuntions (aording to the already proven ases of the theorem!) on U . Passing, if neessary,to a smaller neighborhood U1 � U (in order to avoid the possible zeros in the denominator),we get the assertion of the theorem in this ase as well. We remark that this was the onlystep in the whole proof, where the (tehnial) ondition (5) was used.R E F E R E N C E S[1℄ Cohen, H., Sums involving the values at negative integers of L-funtions of quadrati hara-ters, Math. Ann. 217, 271-285 (1975)[2℄ Eihler M., Zagier D., The Theory of Jaobi Forms, Progress in Mathematis, v.55, Birkh�auser,Boston-Basel-Stuttgart, 1985.[3℄ Greenberg, R., Stevens, G., p-adi L-funtions and p-adi periods of modular forms, Invent.Math., 111, 407-447 (1993)[4℄ Gross, B., Kohnen, W., Zagier, D., Heegner points and derivatives of L-series, II, Math. Ann.,278, 497-562 (1987)[5℄ Hida, H., Elementary theory of L-funtions and Eisenstein series, London Math. So. StudentTexts, 26, Cambridge University Press, 1993.[6℄ Kohnen, W., p-adi ongruenes for yle integrals assoiated to ellipti urves with omplexmultipliation, Math. Ann. 280, 267-283 (1988)[7℄ Panhishkin, A.A., On the Siegel - Eisenstein measure, to appear in Israel J. Math.[8℄ Skoruppa, N.-P., Computations of Siegel modular forms of genus two, Math. Comp. 58,197,381-398 (1992)[9℄ Stevens, G., �-adi modular forms of half-integral weight and �-adi Shintani lifting, Contemp.Math. 174, 129-151 (1994)[10℄ Tilouine, J., Urban, �E., Familles p-adiques �a trois variables de formes de Siegel et derepr�esentations galoisiennes. C. R. Aad. Si. Paris S�er. I Math. 321,1, 5-10 (1995)[11℄ Zagier, D., Sur la onjeture de Saito-Kurokawa (d'apr�es H.Maa�), S�eminaire Delange-Pisot-Poitou 1979-1980, Progress in Math. v.12, 371-394, Birkh�auser, Boston-Basel-Stuttgart, 1980.
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